DS Faux Natural™ Sunless
Double Dip Intensifier with Dark Duration Complex™
Optimum pH Serum & Energizing Caffeine and Coffee Seed

Sales Fact Sheet

➢ Double Dip UV & Sunless Intensifier

**Story:** For trendsetters who demand show stopping perfection. High fashion has met its bronzing match in the DS Faux Natural™ Sunless Collection. With this powerful Double Dip Intensifier you can go directly from UV to Sunless, all while enhancing your color. You’ll be basking in golden pandemonium, while everyone else tries to unravel your bronzing secret. Go ahead, let them stare. Sometimes it’s okay to fake it.

**Rationale**
- Provides a Double Dip UV & Sunless Intensifier option, perfect for both UV and sunless tanners!
- Offers a luxury, specialty item in the Faux Natural™ Sunless Collection

**Product Type**
- Double Dip Intensifier with Dark Duration Complex™
- Optimum pH Serum & Energizing Caffeine and Coffee Seed
- Fragrance: Passion Fruit Mango

**Technology**
- Powerful Dark Tanning Intensifier with Tyrosine works to promote UV melanin production for a glowing base
- Dark Duration Complex™ helps to prep skin to go seamlessly from UV to Sunless tanning to ensure even, streak-free results
- Optimum pH Serum helps to optimize skin’s pH balance for rapid, sunless color development
- Caffeine and Coffee Seed work to bring vitality to dull and lifeless skin
- Odor inhibiting technology works with a flirty Passion Fruit Mango fragrance to leave skin smelling fresh

**Additional Information**
- Not tested on animals

**Brand Family:** Designer Skin® DS Faux Natural™ Sunless

**Size and MSRP**
- 8 oz. Can $72.00
- 0.5 oz. Packette $10.00